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Abstract
Today’s operating systems treat GPUs and other compu-
tational accelerators as if they were simple devices, with
bounded and predictable response times. With accelerators
assuming an increasing share of the workload on modern
machines, this strategy is already problematic, and likely to
become untenable soon. If the operating system is to enforce
fair sharing of the machine, it must assume responsibility for
accelerator scheduling and resource management.
Fair, safe scheduling is a particular challenge on fast ac-
celerators, which allow applications to avoid kernel-crossing
overhead by interacting directly with the device. We propose
a disengaged scheduling strategy in which the kernel inter-
cedes between applications and the accelerator on an infre-
quent basis, to monitor their use of accelerator cycles and to
determine which applications should be granted access over
the next time interval.
Our strategy assumes a well deﬁned, narrow interface
exported by the accelerator. We build upon such an inter-
face, systematically inferred for the latest Nvidia GPUs. We
construct several example schedulers, including Disengaged
Timeslice with overuse control that guarantees fairness and
Disengaged Fair Queueing that is effective in limiting re-
source idleness, but probabilistic. Both schedulers ensure
fair sharing of the GPU, even among uncooperative or ad-
versarial applications; Disengaged Fair Queueing incurs a
4% overhead on average (max 18%) compared to direct de-
vice access across our evaluation scenarios.
Categories and Subject Descriptors C.1.3 [Processor Ar-
chitectures]: Other Architecture Styles; D.4.1 [Operating
Systems]: Process Management—Scheduling; D.4.8 [Op-
erating Systems]: Performance
Keywords Operating system protection; scheduling; fair-
ness; hardware accelerators; GPUs
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1. Introduction
Futuremicroprocessorsseemincreasinglylikelytobehighly
heterogeneous, with large numbers of specialized computa-
tional accelerators. General-purpose GPUs are the canonical
accelerator on current machines; other current or near-future
examples include compression, encryption, XML parsing,
and media transcoding engines, as well as reconﬁgurable
(FPGA) substrates.
Current OS strategies, which treat accelerators as if they
were simple devices, are ill suited to operations of unpre-
dictable, potentially unbounded length. Consider, for exam-
ple,awork-conservingGPUthatalternatesbetweenrequests
(compute “kernels,” rendering calls) from two concurrent
applications. The application with larger requests will tend
to receive more time. A greedy application may intention-
ally “batch” its work into larger requests to hog resources. A
malicious application may launch a denial-of-service attack
by submitting a request with an inﬁnite loop.
Modern accelerator system architectures (Figure 1) pose
at least two major challenges to fair, safe management. First,
microsecond-level request latencies strongly motivate de-
signers to avoid the overhead of user/kernel domain switch-
ing (up to 40% for small requests according to experiments
later in this paper) by granting applications direct device ac-
cess from user space. In bypassing the operating system, this
direct access undermines the OS’s traditional responsibility
forprotectedresourcemanagement.Second,theapplication-
hardware interface for accelerators is usually hidden within
a stack of black-box modules (libraries, run-time systems,
drivers, hardware), making it inaccessible to programmers
outside the vendor company. To enable resource manage-
ment in the protected domain of the OS kernel, but outside
such black-box stacks, certain aspects of the interface must
be disclosed and documented.
To increase fairness among applications, several re-
search projects have suggested changes or additions to the
application-library interface [12, 15, 19, 20, 32], relying
primarily on open-source stacks for this purpose. Unfor-
tunately, as discussed in Section 2, such changes invariably
serve either to replace the direct-access interface, adding a
per-request syscall overhead that can be signiﬁcant, or to
impose a voluntary level of cooperation in front of that in-
terface. In this latter case, nothing prevents an application                Application
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Figure 1. For efﬁciency, accelerators (like Nvidia GPUs)
receive requests directly from user space, through a
memory-mapped interface. The syscall-based OS path is
only used for occasional maintenance such as the initializa-
tion setup. Commonly, much of the involved software (li-
braries, drivers) and hardware is unpublished (black boxes).
from ignoring the new interface and accessing the device
directly. Simply put, the current state of the art with respect
to accelerator management says “you can have at most two
of protection, efﬁciency, and fairness—not all three.”
While we are not the ﬁrst to bemoan this state of af-
fairs [29], we are, we believe, the ﬁrst to suggest a viable
solution, and to build a prototype system in which acceler-
ator access is simultaneously protected, efﬁcient, and fair.
Our key idea, called disengagement, allows an OS resource
scheduler to maintain fairness by interceding on a small
number of acceleration requests (by disabling the direct-
mapped interface and intercepting resulting faults) while
granting the majority of requests unhindered direct access.
To demonstrate the versatility and efﬁciency of this idea, we
build a prototype: a Linux kernel module that enables disen-
gaged scheduling on three generations of Nvidia GPUs. We
construct our prototype for the proprietary, unmodiﬁed soft-
ware stack. We leverage our previously proposed state ma-
chine inferencing approach to uncover the black-box GPU
interface [25] necessary for scheduling.
We have built and evaluated schedulers that illustrate
the richness of the design space. Our Disengaged Timeslice
scheduler ensures fully protected fair sharing among appli-
cations, but can lead to underutilization when applications
containsubstantial“off”periodsbetweenGPUrequests.Our
Disengaged Fair Queueing scheduler limits idleness and
maintains high efﬁciency with a strong probabilistic guaran-
tee of fairness. We describe how we build upon the uncov-
ered GPU interface; how we enable protection, efﬁciency,
and fairness; and how hardware trends may inﬂuence—and
be inﬂuenced by—our scheduling techniques.
2. Related Work
Some GPU management systems—e.g., PTask [32] and Pe-
gasus [15]—provide a replacement user-level library that ar-
ranges to make a system or hypervisor call on each GPU
request. In addition to the problem of per-request overhead,
this approach provides safety from erroneous or malicious
applications only if the vendor’s direct-mapped interface is
disabled—a step that may compromise compatibility with
pre-existing applications. Elliott and Anderson [12] require
an application to acquire a kernel mutex before using the
GPU, but this convention, like the use of a replacement li-
brary, cannot be enforced. Though such approaches bene-
ﬁt from the clear semantics of the libraries’ documented
APIs, they can be imprecise in their accounting: API calls
to start acceleration requests at this level are translated asyn-
chronously to actual resource usage by the driver. We build
our solution at the GPU software/hardware interface, where
the system software cannot be circumvented and resource
utilization accounting can be timely and precise.
Other systems, including GERM [11], TimeGraph/Gdev
[19, 20] and LoGV [13] in a virtualized setting, replace the
vendor black-box software stack with custom open-source
drivers and libraries (e.g., Nouveau [27] and PathScale [31]).
These enable easy operating system integration, and can en-
force an OS scheduling policy if conﬁgured to be notiﬁed
of all requests made to the GPU. For small, frequent accel-
eration requests, the overhead of trapping to the kernel can
make this approach problematic. The use of a custom, mod-
iﬁed stack also necessitates integration with user-level GPU
libraries; for several important packages (e.g., OpenCL, cur-
rently available only as closed source), this is not always an
option. Our approach is independent of the rest of the GPU
stack: it intercedes at the level of the hardware-software in-
terface. (For prototyping purposes, this interface is uncov-
ered through systematic reverse engineering [25]; for pro-
duction systems it will require that vendors provide a modest
amount of additional documentation.)
Several projects have addressed the issue of fairness in
GPU scheduling. GERM [11] enables fair-share resource al-
location using a deﬁcit round-robin scheduler [34]. Time-
Graph [19] supports fairness by penalizing overuse beyond
a reservation. Gdev [20] employs a non-preemptive vari-
ant of Xen’s Credit scheduler to realize fairness. Beyond
the realm of GPUs, fair scheduling techniques (particularly
the classic fair queueing schedulers [10, 14, 18, 30, 33])
have been adopted successfully in network and I/O resource
management. Signiﬁcantly, all these schedulers track and/or
control each individual device request, imposing the added
cost of OS kernel-level management on fast accelerators that
could otherwise process requests in microseconds. Disen-
gaged scheduling enables us to redesign existing schedul-
ing policies to meet fast accelerator requirements, striking a
betterbalancebetweenprotectionandefﬁciencywhilemain-
taining good fairness guarantees.
Beyond the GPU, additional computational accelerators
are rapidly emerging for power-efﬁcient computing through
increased specialization [8]. The IBM PowerEN proces-sor [23] contains accelerators for tasks (cryptography, com-
pression, XML parsing) of importance for web services.
Altera [1] provides custom FPGA circuitry for OpenCL.
The faster the accelerator, and the more frequent its use,
the greater the need for direct, low-latency access from
user applications. To the extent that such access bypasses
the OS kernel, protected resource management becomes
a signiﬁcant challenge. The ongoing trend toward deeper
CPU/accelerator integration (e.g., AMD’s APUs [7, 9] or
HSA architecture [24], ARM’s Mali GPUs [4], and Intel’s
QuickAssist [17] accelerator interface) and low-overhead
accelerator APIs (e.g. AMD’s Mantle [3] for GPUs), leads
us to believe that disengaged scheduling can be an attractive
strategy for future system design.
Managing fast devices for which per-request engagement
is too expensive is reminiscent of the Soft Timers work [5].
Speciﬁcally, Aron and Druschel argued that per-packet in-
terrupts are too expensive for fast networks and that batched
processing through rate-based clocking and network polling
is necessary for high efﬁciency [5]. Exceptionless system
calls [35] are another mechanism to avoid the overhead of
frequent kernel traps by batching requests. Our proposal also
avoids per-request manipulation overheads to achieve high
efﬁciency, but our speciﬁc techniques are entirely different.
Rather than promote batched and/or delayed processing of
system interactions, which co-designed user-level libraries
already do for GPUs [21, 22, 28], we aim for synchronous
involvement of the OS kernel in resource management, at
times and conditions of its choosing.
Recent projects have proposed that accelerator resources
bemanagedincoordinationwithconventionalCPUschedul-
ing to meet overall performance goals [15, 29]. Helios ad-
vocated the support of afﬁnity scheduling on heterogeneous
machines [26]. We recognize the value of coordinated re-
source management—in fact we see our work as enabling
it: for accelerators that implement low-latency requests,
coordinated management will require OS-level accelerator
scheduling that is not only fair but also safe and fast.
3. Protected Scheduling with Efﬁciency
Fromthekernel’sperspective,andforthepurposeofschedul-
ing, accelerators can be thought of as processing resources
with an event-based interface. A “task” (the resource princi-
pal to which we wish to provide fair service—e.g., a process
or virtual machine) can be charged for the resources occu-
pied by its “acceleration request” (e.g., compute, graphics).
To schedule such requests, we need to know when they are
submitted for processing and when they complete.
Submission and completion are easy to track if the for-
mer employs the syscall interface and the latter employs in-
terrupts. However, and primarily for reasons of efﬁciency,
vendors like Nvidia avoid both, and build an interface that
is directly mapped to user space instead. A request can be
submitted by initializing buffers and a descriptor object in
sharedmemoryandthenwritingtheaddressofthedescriptor
into a queue that is watched by the device. Likewise, com-
pletion can be detected by polling a ﬂag or counter that is set
by the device.
Leveraging our previous work on state-machine inferenc-
ing of the black-box GPU interface [25], we observe that the
kernel can, when desired, learn of requests passed through
the direct-mapped interface by means of interception—by
(temporarily) unmapping device registers and catching the
resulting page faults. The page fault handler can then pass
control to an OS resource manager that may dispatch or
queue/delay the request according to a desired policy. Re-
quest completion can likewise be realized through inde-
pendent polling. In comparison to relying on a modiﬁed
user-level library, interception has the signiﬁcant advantage
of enforcing policy even on unmodiﬁed, buggy, or self-
ish/malicious applications. All it requires of the accelerator
architecture is a well-deﬁned interface based on schedul-
ing events—an interface that is largely independent of the
internal details of black or white-box GPU stacks.
Cost of OS management Unfortunately, trapping to the
OS—whether via syscalls or faults—carries nontrivial costs.
The cost of a user/kernel mode switch, including the ef-
fects of cache pollution and lost user-mode IPC, can be thou-
sands of CPU cycles [35, 36]. Such cost is a substantial ad-
dition to the base time (305 cycles on our Nvidia GTX670-
based system) required to submit a request directly with a
write to I/O space. In applications with small, frequent re-
quests, high OS protection costs can induce signiﬁcant slow-
down. Figure 2 plots statistics for three realistic applica-
tions, selected for their small, frequent requests: glxgears
(standard OpenGL [22] demo), Particles (OpenCL/GL from
CUDA SDK [28]), and Simple 3D Texture (OpenCL/GL
from CUDA SDK [28]). More than half of all GPU requests
from these applications are submitted and serviced in less
than 10µs. With a deeply integrated CPU-GPU microarchi-
tecture, request latency could be lowered even more—to the
level of a simple memory/cache write/read, further increas-
ing the relative burden of interception.
Toputtheaboveinperspective,wecomparedthethrough-
put that can be achieved with an accelerator software/hard-
ware stack employing a direct-access interface (Nvidia
Linux binary driver v310.14) and with one that relies on
traps to the kernel for every acceleration request (AMD Cat-
alyst v13.8 Linux binary driver). The comparison uses the
same machine hardware, and we hand-tune the OpenCL re-
quests to our Nvidia (GTX670) or AMD (Radeon HD 7470)
PCIe GPU such that the requests are equal-sized. We dis-
cover that, for requests in the order of 10–100µs, a through-
put increase of 8–35% can be expected by simply accessing
the device directly, without trapping to the kernel for every
request. These throughput gains are even higher (48–170%)
if the traps to the kernel actually entail nontrivial processing
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Figure 2. CDFs of request frequency and average service
times for several applications on an Nvidia GTX670 GPU. A
large percentage of arriving requests are short and submitted
in short intervals (“back-to-back”).
Overview of schedulers Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 present
new request schedulers for fast accelerators that leverage
interception to explicitly balance protection, fairness, and
efﬁciency. The Timeslice scheduler retains the overhead of
per-request kernel intervention, but arranges to share the
GPUfairlyamongunmodiﬁedapplications.TheDisengaged
Timeslice scheduler extends this design by eliminating ker-
nel intervention in most cases. Both variants allow only one
application at a time to use the accelerator. The Disengaged
Fair Queueing scheduler eliminates this limitation, but pro-
vides only statistical guarantees of fairness.
Our disengaged schedulers maintain the high perfor-
mance of the direct-mapped accelerator interface by limiting
kernel involvement to a small number of interactions. In so
doing, they rely on information about aspects of the accel-
erator design that can affect resource usage and accounting
accuracy. For the purposes of the current description, we as-
sume the characteristics of an Nvidia GPU, as revealed by
reverse engineering and public documentation. We describe
how device features affect our prototype design as we en-
counter them in the algorithm descriptions; we revisit and
discuss how future software/hardware developments can
inﬂuence and be inﬂuenced by our design in Section 6.
3.1 Timeslice with Overuse Control
To achieve fairness in as simple a manner as possible, we
start with a standard token-based timeslice policy. Speciﬁ-
cally, a token that indicates permission to access the shared
accelerator is passed among the active tasks. Only the cur-
rent token holder is permitted to submit requests, and all re-
quest events (submission, completion) are trapped and com-
municated to the scheduler. For the sake of throughput, we
permit overlapping nonblocking requests from the task that
holds the token.
Simply preventing a task from submitting requests out-
side its timeslice does not sufﬁce for fairness. Imagine, for
example, a task that issues a long series of requests, each of
which requires 0.9 timeslice to complete. A naive scheduler
might allow such a task to issue two requests in each times-
lice, and to steal 80% of each subsequent timeslice that be-
longs to some other task. To avoid this overuse problem, we
must, upon the completion of requests that overrun the end
of a timeslice, deduct their excess execution time from future
timeslices of the submitting task. We account for overuse by
waiting at the end of a timeslice for all outstanding requests
to complete, and charging the token holder for any excess.
When a task’s accrued overuse exceeds a full timeslice, we
skip the task’s next turn to hold the token, and subtract a
timeslice from its accrued overuse.
We also need to address the problem that a single long
request may monopolize the accelerator for an excessive
amount of time, compromising overall system responsive-
ness. In fact, Turing-complete accelerators, like GPUs, may
have to deal with malicious (or poorly written) applica-
tions that submit requests that never complete. In a times-
lice scheduler, it is trivial to identify the task responsible for
an over-long request: it must be the last token holder. Sub-
sequent options for restoring responsiveness then depend on
accelerator features.
From model to prototype Ideally, we would like to pre-
empt over-long requests, or deﬁne them as errors, kill them
on the accelerator, and prevent the source task from send-
ing more. Lacking vendor support for preemption or a docu-
mented method to kill a request, we can still protect against
over-long requests by killing the offending task, provided
this leaves the accelerator in a clean state. Speciﬁcally, upon
detecting that overuse has exceeded a predeﬁned threshold,
we terminate the associated OS process and let the existing
accelerator stack follow its normal exit protocol, returning
occupied resources back to the available pool. While the in-
volved cleanup depends on (undocumented) accelerator fea-
tures, it appears to work correctly on modern GPUs.
Limitations Our Timeslice scheduler can guarantee fair re-
sourceuseinthefaceofunpredictable(andevenunbounded)
request run times. It suffers, however, from two efﬁciency
drawbacks. First, its fault-based capture of each submitted
request incurs signiﬁcant overhead on fast accelerators. Sec-
ond, it is not work-conserving: the accelerator may be idled
during the timeslice of a task that temporarily has no re-
quests to submit—even if other tasks are waiting for accel-
erator access. Our Disengaged Timeslice scheduler success-
fully tackles the overhead problem. Our Disengaged Fair
Queueing scheduler also tackles the problem of involuntary
resource idleness.3.2 Disengaged Timeslice
Fortunately, the interception of every request is not required
for timeslice scheduling. During a timeslice, direct, unmon-
itored access from the token holder task can safely be al-
lowed. The OS will trap and delay accesses from all other
tasks. When passing the token between tasks, the OS will
update page tables to enable or disable direct access. We say
such a scheduler is largely disengaged; it allows fast, direct
access to accelerators most of the time, interceding (and in-
curring cost) on an infrequent basis only. Note that while
requests from all tasks other than the token holder will be
trapped and delayed, such tasks will typically stop running
as soon as they wait for a blocking request. Large numbers
of traps are thus unlikely.
Whentheschedulerre-engagesatthestartofanewtimes-
lice, requests from the token holder of the last timeslice may
still be pending. To account for overuse, we must again wait
for these requests to ﬁnish.
From model to prototype Ideally, the accelerator would
expose information about the status of request(s) on which
it is currently working, in a location accessible to the sched-
uler. While we strongly suspect that current hardware has the
capability to do this, it is not documented, and we have been
unable to deduce it via reverse engineering. We have, how-
ever, been able to discover the semantics of data structures
shared between the user and the GPU [2, 16, 19, 25, 27].
These structures include a reference counter that is written
by the hardware upon the completion of each request. Upon
re-engaging, we can traverse in-memory structures to ﬁnd
the reference number of the last submitted request, and then
poll the reference counter for an indication of its completion.
While it is at least conceivable that a malicious application
could spoof this mechanism, it sufﬁces for performance test-
ing; we assume that a production-quality scheduler would
query the status of the GPU directly.
Limitations Our Disengaged Timeslice scheduler does not
suffer from high per-request management costs, but it may
still lead to poor utilization when the token holder is unable
to keep the accelerator busy. This problem is addressed by
the third of our example schedulers.
3.3 Disengaged Fair Queueing
Disengaged resource scheduling is a general concept—allow
fast, direct device access in the common case; intercede only
when necessary to efﬁciently realize resource management
objectives. Beyond Disengaged Timeslice, we also develop
a disengaged variant of the classic fair queueing algorithm,
which achieves fairness while maintaining work-conserving
properties—i.e., it avoids idling the resource when there is
pending work to do.
A standard fair queueing scheduler assigns a start tag and
a ﬁnish tag to each resource request. These tags serve as
surrogates for the request-issuing task’s cumulative resource
usage before and after the request’s execution. Speciﬁcally,
the start tag is the larger of the current system virtual time (as
of request submission) and the ﬁnish tag of the most recent
previous request by the same task. The ﬁnish tag is the start
tag plus the expected resource usage of the request. Request
dispatch is ordered by each pending request’s ﬁnish tag [10,
30] or start tag [14, 18, 33]. Multiple requests (potentially
from different tasks) may be dispatched to the device at
the same time [18, 33]. While giving proportional resource
uses to active tasks, a fair queueing scheduler addresses the
concernthataninactivetask—onethatcurrentlyhasnowork
to do—might build up its resource credit without bound
and then reclaim it in a sudden burst, causing prolonged
unresponsiveness to others. To avoid such a scenario, the
scheduler advances the system virtual time to reﬂect only the
progress of active tasks. Since the start tag of each submitted
request is brought forward to at least the system virtual time,
any claim to resources from a task’s idle period is forfeited.
Design For the sake of efﬁciency, our disengaged sched-
uler avoids intercepting and manipulating most requests.
Like other fair queueing schedulers, however, it does track
cumulative per-task resource usage and system-wide vir-
tual time. In the absence of per-request control, we replace
the request start/ﬁnish tags in standard fair queueing with
a probabilistically-updated per-task virtual time that closely
approximates the task’s cumulative resource usage. Time
values are updated using statistics obtained through periodic
engagement. Control is similarly coarse grain: the interfaces
of tasks that are running ahead in resource usage may be dis-
abled for the interval between consecutive engagements, to
allow their peers to catch up. Requests from all other tasks
are allowed to run freely in the disengaged time interval.
Conceptually, our design assumes that at each engage-
ment we can acquire knowledge of each task’s active/idle
status and its resource usage in the previous time interval.
Actions then taken at each engagement are as follows:
1. We advance each active task’s virtual time by adding its
resource use in the last interval. We then advance the
system-wide virtual time to be the oldest virtual time
among the active tasks.
2. If an inactive task’s virtual time is behind the system vir-
tual time, we move it forward to the system virtual time.
As in standard fair queueing, this prevents an inactive
task from hoarding unused resources.
3. For the subsequent time interval, up to the next engage-
ment, we deny access to any tasks whose virtual time is
ahead of the system virtual time by at least the length of
the interval. That is, even if the slowest active task ac-
quires exclusive resource use in the upcoming interval, it
will at best catch up with the tasks whose access is being
denied.
Compared to standard fair queueing, which captures and
controls each request, our statistics maintenance and control
are both coarse grained. Imbalance will be remedied onlyT1
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Figure 3. An illustration of periodic activities in Disengaged Fair Queueing. An engagement episode starts with a barrier and
the draining of outstanding requests on the GPU, which is followed by the short sampling runs of active tasks (two tasks T1
and T2 in the case), virtual time maintenance and scheduling decision, and ﬁnally a longer disengaged free-run period.
when it exceeds the size of the inter-engagement interval.
Furthermore, the correctness of our approach depends on
accurate statistics gathering, which can be challenging in the
absence of hardware assistance. We discuss this issue next.
From model to prototype Ideally, an accelerator would
maintain and export the statistics needed for Disengaged
Fair Queueing, in a location accessible to the scheduler.
It could, for example, maintain cumulative resource usage
for each task, together with an indication of which task(s)
have requests pending and active. Lacking such hardware
assistance, we have developed a software mechanism to es-
timate the required statistics. In general, accelerators (like
our GPU) accept processing requests through independent
queues mapped in each task’s address space, cycling round-
robin among queues with pending requests and processing
each request separately, one after the other. Most times, there
is (or can be assumed) a one-to-one mapping between tasks
and queues, so the resource share attributed to each task in
a given time interval is proportional to the average request
run-time experienced from its requests queue. The design of
our software mechanism relies on this observation. To ob-
tain the necessary estimates, we cycle among tasks during a
period of re-engagement, providing each with exclusive ac-
cess to the accelerator for a brief interval of time and actively
monitoring all of its requests. This interval is not necessar-
ily of ﬁxed duration: we collect either a predeﬁned number
of requests deemed sufﬁcient for average estimation, or as
many requests as can be observed in a predeﬁned maximum
interval length—whichever occurs ﬁrst. As in the timeslice
schedulers, we place a (documented) limit on the maximum
time that any request is permitted to run, and kill any task
that exceeds this limit.
Figure 3 illustrates key activities in Disengaged Fair
Queueing. Prior to sampling, a barrier stops new request
submission in every task, and then allows the accelera-
tor to drain active requests. (For this we employ the same
reference-counter-based mechanism used to detect overuse
at the end of a timeslice in Section 3.2.) After sampling,
we disengage for another free-run period. Blocking new re-
quests while draining is free, since the device is known to be
busy. Draining completes immediately if the device is found
not to be working on queued requests at the barrier.
Because an engagement period includes a sampling run
for every active task, its aggregate duration can be non-
negligible. The disengaged free-run period has to be sub-
stantially longer to limit the draining and sampling cost. To
ensure this, we set the free-run period to be several times the
duration of the last engagement period.
Limitations The request-size estimate developed during
the sampling period of Disengaged Fair Queueing acts as
a resource-utilization proxy for the whole task’s free-run pe-
riod. In the common case, this heuristic is accurate, as ac-
celerated applications tend to employ a single request queue
and the GPU appears to schedule among queues with out-
standing requests in a round-robin fashion. It is possible,
however, to have applications that not only maintain mul-
tiple queues (e.g. separate compute and graphics rendering
queues), but also keep only some of them active (i.e. hold-
ing outstanding requests) at certain times. When at least one
task among co-runners behaves this way, estimating the av-
erage request size on every queue might not be enough for
accurate task scheduling. In principle, better estimates might
be based on more detailed reverse engineering of the GPU’s
internal scheduling algorithm. For now, we are content to as-
sume that each task employs a single queue, in the hope that
production systems will have access to statistics that elimi-
nate the need for estimation.
Our estimation mechanism also assumes that observed
task behavior during an engagement interval reﬂects behav-
ior in the previous disengaged free-run. However, this esti-
mate can be imprecise, resulting in imperfect fairness. One
potential problem is that periodic behavior patterns—rather
than overall task behavior—might be sampled. The non-
ﬁxed sampling period run time introduces a degree of ran-
domness in the sampling frequency and duration, but further
randomizing these parameters would increase conﬁdence in
our ability to thwart any attempt by a malicious application
to subvert the scheduling policy. If the disengaged free-run
period is considered to be too long (e.g., because it dilates
the potential time required to identify and kill an inﬁnite-
loop request), we could shorten it by sampling only a subset
of the active tasks in each engagement-disengagement cycle.
Our implementation of the Disengaged Fair Queueing
scheduler comes very close to the work-conserving goal
of not idling the resource when there is pending work to
do. Speciﬁcally, it allows multiple tasks to issue requests
in the dominant free-run periods. While exclusive access
is enforced during sampling intervals, these intervals arebounded, and apply only to tasks that have issued requests
in the preceding free-run period; we do not waste sampling
timeonidletasks.Moreover,samplingisonlyrequiredinthe
absence of true hardware statistics, which we have already
argued that vendors could provide.
The more serious obstacle to true work conservation is
the possibility that all tasks that are granted access during
a disengaged period will, by sheer coincidence, become si-
multaneously idle, while tasks that were not granted access
(because they had been using more than their share of ac-
cumulated time) still have work to do. Since our algorithm
can be effective in limiting idleness, even in the presence of
“selﬁsh,” if not outright malicious applications, and on the
assumption that troublesome scenarios will be rare and dif-
ﬁcult to exploit, the degree to which our Disengaged Fair
Queueing scheduler falls short of being fully work conserv-
ing seems likely to be small.
4. Prototype Implementation
Our prototype of interception-based OS-level GPU schedul-
ing,whichwecall NEON,isbuiltontheLinux3.4.7kernel.It
comprises an autonomous kernel module supporting our re-
quest management and scheduling mechanisms (about 8000
lines of code); the necessary Linux kernel hooks (to ioctl,
mmap, munmap, copy_task, exit_task, and do_page_fault—
less than 100 lines); kernel-resident control structs (about
500 lines); and a few hooks to the Nvidia driver’s binary
interface (initialization, ioctl, mmap requests). Some of the
latter hooks reside in the driver’s binary-wrapper code (less
than 100 lines); others, for licensing reasons, are inside the
Linux kernel (about 500 lines).
Our request management code embodies a state-machine
model of interaction among the user application, driver, and
device [25], together with a detailed understanding of the
structure and semantics of buffers shared between the appli-
cation and device. Needed information was obtained through
a combination of publicly available documentation and re-
verse engineering [2, 16, 19, 25, 27].
From a functional perspective, NEON comprises three
principal components: an initialization phase, used to iden-
tify the virtual memory areas of all memory-mapped de-
vice registers and buffers associated with a given channel
(a GPU request queue and its associated software infras-
tructure); a page-fault–handling mechanism, used to catch
the device register writes that constitute request submission;
and a polling-thread service, used within the kernel to detect
reference-counter updates that indicate completion of pre-
viously submitted requests. The page-fault–handling mech-
anism and polling-thread service together deﬁne a kernel-
internal interface through which any event-based scheduler
can be coupled to our system.
The goal of the initialization phase is to identify the de-
vice, task, and GPU context (address space) associated with
every channel, together with the location of three key vir-
tual memory areas (VMAs). The GPU context encapsulates
channels whose requests may be causally related (e.g., is-
suedbythesameprocess); NEONavoidsdeadlocksbyavoid-
ing re-ordering of requests that belong to the same context.
The three VMAs contain the command buffer, in which re-
quests are constructed; the ring buffer, in which pointers to
consecutive requests are enqueued; and the channel regis-
ter, the device register through which user-level libraries no-
tify the GPU of ring buffer updates, which represent new
requests. As soon as the NEON state machine has identiﬁed
all three of these VMAs, it marks the channel as “active”—
ready to access the channel registers and issue requests to
the GPU.
During engagement periods, the page-fault–handling
mechanism catches the submission of requests. Having iden-
tiﬁed the page in which the channel register is mapped, we
protect its page by marking it as non-present. At the time of
a fault, we scan through the buffers associated with the chan-
nel to ﬁnd the location of the reference counter that will be
used for the request, and the value that will indicate its com-
pletion. We then map the location into kernel space, making
it available to the polling-thread service. The page-fault han-
dlerrunsinprocesscontext,soitcanpasscontroltotheGPU
scheduler, which then decides whether the current process
should sleep or be allowed to continue and access the GPU.
After the application is allowed to proceed, we single-step
through the faulting instruction and mark the page again as
“non-present.”
Periodically, or at the scheduler’s prompt, the polling-
thread service iterates over the kernel-resident structures
associated with active GPU requests, looking for the ad-
dress/value pairs that indicate request completion. When an
appropriate value is found—i.e., when the last submitted
command’s target reference value is read at the respective
polled address—the scheduler is invoked to update account-
ing information and to block or unblock application threads
as appropriate.
The page-fault–handling mechanism allows us to capture
and, if desired, delay request submission. The polling-thread
service allows us to detect request completion and, if de-
sired,resumethreadsthatwerepreviouslydelayed.Thesere-
quest interception and completion notiﬁcation mechanisms
support the implementation of all our schedulers.
Disengagement is implemented by letting the scheduling
policy choose if and when it should restore protection on
channel register VMAs. A barrier requires that all the chan-
nel registers in use on the GPU be actively tracked for new
requests—thus their respective pages must be marked “non-
present.” It is not possible to miss out on newly established
channel mappings while disengaged: all requests to estab-
lish such a mapping are captured as syscalls or invocations
of kernel-exposed functions that we monitor.
Though higher level API calls may be processed out of
order, requests arriving at the same channel are always pro-cessed in order by the GPU. We rely on this fact in our post–
re-engagement status update mechanism, to identify the cur-
rent status of the last submitted request. Speciﬁcally, we in-
spectthevaluesofreferencecountersandthereferencenum-
ber values for the last submitted request in every active chan-
nel. Kernel mappings have been created upon ﬁrst encounter
for the former, but the latter do not lie at ﬁxed addresses in
the application’s address space. To access them safely, we
scan through the command queue to identify their locations
and build temporary memory mappings in the kernel’s ad-
dress space. Then, by walking the page table, we can ﬁnd
and read the last submitted commands’ reference values.
5. Experimental Evaluation
NEON is modularized to accommodate different devices; we
have deployed it on several Nvidia GPUs. The most recent
is a GTX670, with a “Kepler” microarchitecture (GK104
chip core) and 2GB RAM. Older tested systems include the
GTX275 and NVS295, with the “Tesla” microarchitecture
(200b and G98 chip cores, respectively), and the GTX460,
with the “Fermi” microarchitecture (F104 chip core). We
limit our presentation here to the Kepler GPU, as its mod-
ern software/hardware interface (faster context switching
among channels, faster memory subsystem) lets us focus on
the cost of scheduling small, frequent requests. Our host ma-
chine has a 2.27GHz Intel Xeon E5520 CPU (Nehalem mi-
croarchitecture) and triple-channel 1.066GHz DDR3 RAM.
5.1 Experimental Workload
NEON is agnostic with respect to the type of workload: it
can schedule compute or graphics requests, or even DMA
requests. The performance evaluation in this paper includes
compute, graphics, and combined (CUDA or OpenCL plus
OpenGL) applications, but is primarily focused on compute
requests—they are easy to understand, are a good proxy
for broad accelerator workloads, and can capture generic,
possibly unbounded requests. Our experiments employ the
Nvidia 310.14 driver and CUDA 5.0 libraries, which support
acceleration for OpenCL 1.1 and OpenGL 4.2.
Ourintentistofocusonbehaviorappropriatetoemerging
platforms with on-chip GPUs [7, 9, 24]. Whereas the criss-
crossing delays of discrete systems encourage programmers
to create massive compute requests, and to pipeline smaller
graphics requests asynchronously, systems with on-chip ac-
celerators can be expected to accommodate applications
with smaller, more interactive requests, yielding signiﬁcant
improvements in ﬂexibility, programmability, and resource
utilization. Of course, CPU-GPU integration also increases
the importance of direct device access from user space [3],
and thus of disengaged scheduling. In an attempt to capture
these trends, we have deliberately chosen benchmarks with
relatively small requests.
Our OpenCL applications are from the AMD APP SDK
v2.6, with no modiﬁcations except for the use of high-
Application Area µs per µs per
round request
BinarySearch Searching 161 57
BitonicSort Sorting 1292 202
DCT Compression 197 66
EigenValue Algebra 163 56
FastWalshTransform Encryption 310 119
FFT Signal Processing 268 48
FloydWarshall Graph Analysis 5631 141
LUDecomposition Algebra 1490 308
MatrixMulDouble Algebra 12628 637
MatrixMultiplication Algebra 3788 436
MatrixTranspose Algebra 1153 284
PreﬁxSum Data Processing 157 55
RadixSort Sorting 8082 210
Reduction Data Processing 1147 282
ScanLargeArrays Data Processing 197 72
glxgears Graphics 72 37
oclParticles Physics/Graphics 2006 12/302
simpleTexture3D Texturing/Graphics 2472 108/171
Table 1. Benchmarks used in our evaluation. A “round” is
the performance unit of interest to the user: the run time of
compute “kernel(s)” for OpenCL applications, or that of a
frame rendering for graphics or combined applications. A
round can require multiple GPU acceleration requests.
resolution x86 timers to collect performance results. In ad-
dition to GPU computation, most of these applications also
contain some setup and data transfer time. They generally
make repetitive (looping) requests to the GPU of roughly
similar size. We select inputs that are meaningful and non-
trivial (hundreds or thousands of elements in arrays, matri-
ces or lists) but do not lead to executions dominated by data
transfer.
Our OpenGL application (glxgears) is a standard graph-
ics microbenchmark, chosen for its simplicity and its fre-
quent short acceleration requests. We also chose a combined
compute/graphics (OpenCL plus OpenGL) microbenchmark
from Nvidia’s SDK v4.0.8: oclParticles, a particles collision
physics simulation. Synchronization to the monitor refresh
rates is disabled for our experiments, both at the driver and
the application level, and the performance metric used is the
raw, average frame rate: our intent is to stress the system
interface more than the GPU processing capabilities.
Table 1 summarizes our benchmarks and their character-
istics. The last two columns list how long an execution of a
“round” of computations or rendering takes for each applica-
tion, and the average acceleration request size realized when
the application runs alone using our Kepler GPU. A “round”
in the OpenCL applications is generally the execution of one
iteration of the main loop of the algorithm, including one or
more “compute kernel(s).” For OpenGL applications, it is
the work to render one frame. The run time of a round in-
dicates performance from the user’s perspective; we use it
to quantify speedup or slowdown from the perspective of agiven application across different workloads (job mixes) or
using different schedulers. A “request” is the basic unit of
work that is submitted to the GPU at the device interface. We
capture the average request size for each application through
our request interception mechanism (but without applying
any scheduling policy). We have veriﬁed that our GPU re-
quest size estimation agrees, within of 5% or less, to the
time reported by standard proﬁling tools. Combined com-
pute/graphics applications report two average request sizes,
one per request type. Note that requests are not necessarily
meaningful to the application or user, but they are the focal
point of our OS-level GPU schedulers. There is no neces-
sary correlation between the API calls and GPU requests in
a compute/rendering round. Many GPU-library API calls do
not translate to GPU requests, while other calls could trans-
late to more than one. Moreover, as revealed in the course of
reverse engineering, there also exist trivial requests, perhaps
to change mode/state, that arrive at the GPU and are never
checked for completion. NEON schedules requests without
regard to their higher-level purpose.
To enable ﬂexible adjustment of workload parameters,
we also developed a “Throttle” microbenchmark. Throttle
servesasacontrolledmeansofmeasuringbasicsystemover-
heads, and as a well-understood competitive sharer in mul-
tiprogrammed scenarios. It makes repetitive, blocking com-
pute requests, which occupy the GPU for a user-speciﬁed
amount of time. We can also control idle (sleep/think) time
between requests, to simulate nonsaturating workloads. No
data transfers between the host and the device occur during
throttle execution; with the exception of a small amount of
initial setup, only compute requests are sent to the device.
5.2 Overhead of Standalone Execution
NEON routines are invoked during context creation, to mark
the memory areas to be protected; upon every tracked re-
quest (depending on scheduling policy), to handle the in-
duced page fault; and at context exit, to safely return allo-
cated system resources. In addition, we arrange for timer
interrupts to trigger execution of the polling service thread,
schedule the next task on the GPU (and perhaps dis/re-
engage) for the Timeslice algorithm, and sample the next
task or begin a free-run period for the Disengaged Fair
Queueing scheduler.
We measure the overhead of each scheduler by compar-
ing standalone application performance under that scheduler
against the performance of direct device access. Results ap-
pear in Figure 4. For this experiment, and the rest of the
evaluation, we chose the following conﬁguration parame-
ters: For all algorithms, the polling service thread is wo-
ken up when the scheduler decides, or at 1ms intervals. The
(engaged) Timeslice and Disengaged Timeslice use a 30ms
timeslice. For Disengaged Fair Queueing, a task’s sampling
period lasts either 5ms or as much as is required to inter-
cept a ﬁxed number of requests, whichever is smaller. The
follow-up free-run period is set to be 5⇥ as long, so in the
Figure 4. Standalone application execution slowdown un-
derourschedulingpoliciescomparedtodirectdeviceaccess.
standalone application case it should be 25ms (even if the
ﬁxed request number mark was hit before the end of 5ms).
NEONis not particularly sensitive to conﬁguration param-
eters. We tested different settings, but found the above to be
sufﬁcient. The polling thread frequency is fast enough for
the average request size, but not enough to impose a notice-
able load even for single-CPU systems. A 30ms timeslice is
long enough to minimize the cost of token passing, but not
long enough to immediately introduce jitter in more interac-
tive applications, which follow the “100ms human percep-
tion” rule. For most of the workloads we tested, including
applications with a graphics rendering component, 5ms or
32 requests is enough to capture variability in request size
and frequency during sampling. We increase this number
to 96 requests for combined compute/graphics applications,
to capture the full variability in request sizes. Though real-
time rendering quality is not our goal, testing is easier when
graphics applications remain responsive as designed; in our
experience, the chosen conﬁguration parameters preserved
ﬂuid behavior and stable measurements across all tested in-
puts.
As shown in Figure 4, the (engaged) Timeslice sched-
uler incurs low cost for applications with large requests—
mostnotablyMatrixMulDoubleandoclParticles.Note,how-
ever, that in the latter application, the performance met-
ric is frame rendering times, which are generally the re-
sult of longer non-blocking graphics requests. The cost of
(engaged) Timeslice is signiﬁcant for small-request appli-
cations (in particular, 38% slowdown for BitonicSort, 30%
for FastWalshTransform, and 40% FloydWarshall). This is
due to the large request interception and manipulation over-
head imposed on all requests. Disengaged Timeslice suffers
only the post re-engagement status update costs and the in-
frequent trapping to the kernel at the edges of the timeslice,
which is generally no more than 2%. Similarly, Disengaged
Fair Queueing incurs costs only on a small subset of GPU
requests; its overhead is no more than 5% for all our appli-Figure 5. Standalone Throttle execution (at a range of re-
quest sizes) slowdown under our scheduling policies com-
pared to direct device access.
cations. The principal source of extra overhead is idleness
during draining, due to the granularity of polling.
Using the controlled Throttle microbenchmark, Figure 5
reports the scheduling overhead variation at different request
sizes. It conﬁrms that the (engaged) Timeslice scheduler in-
curs high costs for small-request applications, while Disen-
gaged Timeslice incurs no more than 2% and Disengaged
Fair Queueing no more than 5% overhead in all cases.
5.3 Evaluation on Concurrent Executions
To evaluate scheduling fairness and efﬁciency, we measure
the slowdown exhibited in multiprogrammed scenarios, rela-
tive to the performance attained when applications have full,
unobstructed access to the device. We ﬁrst evaluate concur-
rent execution between two co-running applications—one of
our benchmarks together with the Throttle microbenchmark
at a controlled request size. The conﬁguration parameters in
this experiment are the same as for the overheads test, result-
ing in 50ms “free-run” periods.
Fairness Figure 6 shows the fairness of our concurrent ex-
ecutionsunderdifferentschedulers.Thenormalizedruntime
in the direct device access scenario shows signiﬁcantly un-
fair access to the GPU. The effect can be seen on both co-
runners:alarge-request-sizeThrottleworkloadleadstolarge
slowdown of some applications (more than 10⇥ for DCT,
7⇥ for FFT, 12⇥ for glxgears), while a smaller request size
Throttle can suffer signiﬁcant slowdown against other ap-
plications (more than 3⇥ for DCT and 7⇥ for FFT). The
high-level explanation is simple—on accelerators that issue
requests round-robin from different channels, the one with
larger requests will receive a proportionally larger share of
device time. In comparison, our schedulers achieve much
more even results—in general, each co-scheduled task ex-
periences the expected 2⇥ slowdown. More detailed discus-
sion of variations appears in the paragraphs below.
There appears to be a slightly uneven slowdown exhibited
by the (engaged) Timeslice scheduler for smaller Throttle re-
quest sizes. For example, for DCT or FFT, the slowdown of
Throttle appears to range from 2⇥ to almost 3⇥. This vari-
ation is due to per-request management costs. Throttle, be-
ing our streamlined control microbenchmark, makes back-
to-back compute requests to the GPU, with little to no CPU
processing time between the calls. At a given request size,
most of its co-runners generate fewer requests per timeslice.
Since (engaged) Timeslice imposes overhead on every re-
quest, the aggressive Throttle microbenchmark tends to suf-
fer more. By contrast, Disengaged Timeslice does not ap-
ply this overhead and thus maintains an almost uniform 2⇥
slowdown for each co-runner and for every Throttle request
size.
A signiﬁcant anomaly appears when we run the OpenGL
glxgears graphics application vs. Throttle (19µs) under Dis-
engaged Fair Queueing, where glxgears suffers a signiﬁ-
cantly higher slowdown than Throttle does. A closer in-
spection shows that glxgears requests complete at almost
one third the rate that Throttle (19µs) requests do during
the free-run period. This behavior appears to contradict our
(simplistic) assumption of round-robin channel cycling dur-
ing the Disengaged Fair Queueing free-run period. Interest-
ingly,thedisparityincompletionratesgoesdownwithlarger
Throttle requests: Disengaged Fair Queueing appears to pro-
duce fair resource utilization between glxgears and Throttle
with larger requests. In general, the internal scheduling of
our Nvidia device appears to be more uniform for OpenCL
than for graphics applications. As noted in the “Limitations”
paragraph of Section 3.3, a production-quality implementa-
tion of our Disengaged Fair Queueing scheduler should ide-
ally be based on vendor documentation of device-internal
scheduling or resource usage statistics.
Finally, we note that combined compute/graphics appli-
cations, such as oclParticles and simpleTexture3D, tend to
create separate channels for their different types of requests.
For multiprogrammed workloads with multiple channels per
task, the limitations of imprecise understanding of internal
GPU scheduling are even more evident than they were for
glxgears: not only do requests arrive on two channels, but
also for some duration of time requests may be outstand-
ing in one channel but not on the other. As a result, even if
the GPU did cycle round-robin among active channels, the
resource distribution among competitors might not follow
their active channel ratio, but could change over time. In a
workload with compute/graphics applications, our request-
size estimate across the two (or more) channels of every task
becomes an invalid proxy of resource usage during free-run
periods and unfairness arises: in the ﬁnal row of Figure 6,
Throttle suffers a 2.3⇥ to 2.7⇥ slowdown, while oclParticles
sees 1.3⇥ to 1.5⇥. Completely fair scheduling with Disen-
gaged Fair Queueing would again require accurate, vendor-
provided information that our reverse-engineering effort in
building this prototype was unable to provide.DCT vs. Throttle
FFT vs. Throttle
glxgears (OpenGL) vs. Throttle
oclParticles (OpenGL + OpenCL) vs. Throttle
Figure 6. Performance and fairness of concurrent executions. Results cover four application-pair executions (one per row) and
four schedulers (one per column). We use several variations of Throttle with different request sizes (from 19µs to 1.7ms). The
application runtime is normalized to that when it runs alone with direct device access.
Efﬁciency In addition to fairness, we also assess the over-
all system efﬁciency of multiprogrammed workloads. Here
we utilize a concurrency efﬁciency metric that measures the
performance of the concurrent execution relative to that of
the applications running alone. We assign a base efﬁciency
of 1.0 to each application’s running-alone performance (in
the absence of resource competition). We then assess the
performance of a concurrent execution relative to this base.
Given N concurrent OpenCL applications whose per-round
run times are t1,t2,...,tN respectively when running alone on
the GPU, and tc
1,tc
2,...,tc
N when running together, the concur-
rency efﬁciency is deﬁned as SN
i=1(ti/tc
i ). The intent of the
formula is to sum the resource shares allotted to each appli-
cation. A sum of less than one indicates that resources have
been lost; a sum of more than one indicates mutual synergy
(e.g., due to overlapped computation).
Figure 7 reports the concurrency efﬁciency of direct de-
vice access and our three fair schedulers. It might at ﬁrst be
surprisingthattheconcurrencyefﬁciencyofdirectdeviceac-
cess deviates from 1.0. For small requests, the GPU may fre-                                                                                      
Figure 7. Efﬁciency of concurrent executions. The metric of concurrency efﬁciency is deﬁned in the text.
quently switch between multiple application contexts, lead-
ing to substantial context switch costs and <1.0 concurrency
efﬁciency. Conversely, the efﬁciency of direct device access
may also be larger than 1.0, due to overlap between DMA
and compute requests.
For its part, the (engaged) Timeslice scheduler incurs
high request management costs. Its efﬁciency losses with
respect to direct device access can be on average 19% or as
high as 42%; speciﬁcally, average/max efﬁciency losses are
10%/16% (DCT vs. Throttle), 27/42% (FFT vs. Throttle),
5%/6% (glxgears vs. Throttle) and 35/37% (oclParticles vs.
Throttle).
Disengaged Timeslice adds little per-request overhead
while also limiting channel switching on the GPU, so it
enjoys some efﬁciency advantage over (engaged) Timeslice:
average/max losses with respect to direct device access are
10%/35% (3%/12%, 16%/35%, 5%/0%, and 27%/33% per
respective test).
Overall, Disengaged Fair Queueing does a better job
at allowing “background concurrency”: its average/max
losses with respect to direct device access are only 4%/18%
(0%/3%, 6%/12%, 0%/2% and 11%/18% per respective
test). Unfortunately, our incomplete understanding of GPU
internal scheduling limits our achievable efﬁciency, as the
imprecise slowdown applied for applications with multiple
channels results in wasted opportunities for Disengaged Fair
Queueing. This is why oclParticles exhibits the worst efﬁ-
ciency loss among the tested cases.
Scalability The performance, fairness, and efﬁciency char-
acteristics of our schedulers are maintained under higher
concurrency. Figure 8 shows that for four concurrent appli-
cations, including one making large requests (Throttle) and
three making smaller ones (BinarySearch, DCT, FFT), the
average slowdown remains at 4–5⇥. Following the pattern
we have observed before, the efﬁciency of concurrent runs
drops more when the scheduler is fully engaged (13% over
direct device access), but less so when we use disengaged
scheduling: 8% for Disengaged Timeslice and 7% for Dis-
engaged Fair Queueing.
Figure 8. Fairness (bars, left Y axis) and efﬁciency (line,
right Y axis) when running four concurrent applications.
5.4 Evaluation on Nonsaturating Workloads
Next we assess our scheduler performance under nonsatu-
rating workloads—those that interleave GPU requests with
“off” periods of CPU-only work. Nonsaturating workloads
lead to GPU under-utilization with non-work-conserving
schedulers. In timeslice scheduling, for instance, resources
are wasted if a timeslice is only used partially. As explained
in Section 3.3, Disengaged Fair Queueing maintains work-
conserving properties, and therefore wastes less time on
nonsaturating workloads. Direct device access, of course,
is fully work-conserving.
To create nonsaturating workloads, we interleave sleep
time in our Throttle microbenchmark to reach a speciﬁed
ratio (the proportion of “off” time under standalone execu-
tion). Figure 9 illustrates the results for DCT and the nonsat-
urating Throttle workload. Note that fairness does not neces-
sarily require co-runners to suffer equally: execution is fair
as long as no task slows down signiﬁcantly more than 2⇥.
The results for Disengaged Fair Queueing should thus be
regarded as better than those for the timeslice schedulers,
because Throttle does not suffer, while DCT actually ben-
eﬁts from its co-runner’s partial idleness. Figure 10 further
shows the efﬁciency losses for our three schedulers and di-
rect device access. At an 80% Throttle sleep ratio, the lossesFigure 9. Performance and fairness of concurrent executions for nonsaturating workloads, demonstrated for DCT vs. Throttle
with GPU “off” periods.
Figure 10. Efﬁciency of concurrent executions for nonsatu-
rating workloads.
relative to direct access are 36%, 34%, and essentially 0%
for (engaged) Timeslice, Disengaged Timeslice, and Disen-
gaged Fair Queueing, respectively.
6. Future System Considerations
6.1 Interface Speciﬁcation
Protected OS-level accelerator management requires rela-
tively little information: an event-based scheduling interface
that allows us to identify when acceleration requests have
been made or completed, utilization information that allows
us to account for per-channel resource usage, and sufﬁcient
semantic understanding of requests to avoid deadlocks and
any unnecessary resource idleness.
Both standard interfaces (system calls) and alternative ap-
proaches (virtual memory) can capture request submission
and completion. We believe that the increasing integration of
CPUs and accelerators will only increase the need for fast,
memory-based interfaces. By documenting basic informa-
tion regarding the layout of accelerator request queues and
core component interactions, and by exposing necessary per-
formance counters to obtain accurate utilization statistics,
vendors could enable OS kernel involvement in accelerator
scheduling without high overheads, enabling full protection
and efﬁciency through disengaged scheduling. Vendor assis-
tance at this level is necessary, as systems like NEON, rely-
ing on reverse engineering and inference techniques, cannot
reach production-level quality.
A “partial opening” of interface speciﬁcations, as envi-
sioned here, would still allow vendors to retain proprietary
controlovermuchoftheacceleratorsoftware/hardwaresys-
tem. For instance, while a request submission event needs
to be identiﬁable for manipulation, much of the data lay-
out and semantics within a request data structure can re-
main unpublished. On the other hand, in order to enable
deep scheduling optimizations, vendors would have to re-
veal request-ordering semantics and synchronization mod-
els. For our work with NEON we assumed no request re-
ordering within GPU contexts, an assumption that ﬂows
naturally from the semantics of the context concept. For a
higher degree of optimizations (e.g., reordering of requests
across CUDA streams [28]), vendors could tag requests to
indicate the requirements to be met.
A hardware accelerator may accept multiple requests si-
multaneously to exploit internal parallelism or to optimize
for data afﬁnity. The OS desires additional information to
managesuchparallelism.Mostobviously,completionevents
need to carry labels that link them to the corresponding re-
quests. For NEON, the task, context, channel, and request ref-
erence number have served as surrogate labels. More subtly,
under concurrent submission, an outstanding request may be
queued in the device, so that the time between submission
and completion does not accurately reﬂect its resource us-
age. The hardware can facilitate OS accounting by including
resource usage information in each completion event.
Direct accelerator access from other (e.g., I/O) devices is
currently limited to DMA (e.g., RDMA for GPUDirect in
the CUDA SDK [28]). Applications and services using the
GPU and I/O devices will still initiate DMA and compute
requests through the same memory-mapped interface, and
thus be amenable to scheduling. Appropriate speciﬁcations
for any alternative, peer-to-peer communication path to the
acceleratorwouldbenecessaryifdevicesotherthantheCPU
were to enjoy rich, direct accelerator interactions.6.2 Hardware Preemption Support
The reverse-engineering efforts of the open-source commu-
nity [27, 31] suggest that some type of request arbitration
is possible for current GPUs, but true hardware preemption
is ofﬁcially still among the list of upcoming GPU features
(e.g., in the roadmap of AMD HSA [24]). In its absence,
tricks, like cutting longer requests into smaller pieces, have
been shown to enhance GPU interactivity, at least for mutu-
ally cooperative applications [6]. True hardware preemption
support would save state and safely context-switch from an
ongoing request to the next in the GPU queue. If the pre-
emption decision were left to a hardware scheduler, it would
be fast but oblivious to system scheduling objectives. Dis-
engaged scheduling can help make context-switching deci-
sions appropriately coarse grain, so they can be deferred to
the OS. Simple documentation of existing mechanisms to
identify and kill the currently running context would enable
full protection for schedulers like Disengaged Fair Queue-
ing. True hardware preemption would allow us to tolerate
requests of arbitrary length, without sacriﬁcing interactivity
or becoming vulnerable to inﬁnite loops.
6.3 Protection of Other Resources
Beyondtheschedulingofcycles,OS-levelprotectioncanen-
force the safe use of other GPU resources, such as channels
and memory, to prevent unfair or abusive behavior. Channels
establish a user-mapped address range through which com-
mands are submitted to the hardware. Existing GPUs do not
multiplex requests from different tasks on a channel; instead,
an established channel is held by the task that created it (and
its associated context) for as long as the application deems
necessary. It is thus possible to devise a simple denial-of-
service attack by creating many contexts and occupying all
available GPU channels, thus denying subsequent requests
from other applications; on our Nvidia GTX670 GPU, af-
ter 48 contexts had been created (with one compute and
one DMA channel each), no other application could use the
GPU.
An OS-level resource manager may enable protected al-
location of GPU channels to avoid such DoS attacks. We
describe a possible policy below. First, we limit the num-
ber of channels in any one application to a small constant
C, chosen to match the characteristics of anticipated appli-
cations. Attempts to allocate more thanC channels return an
“out of resources” error. Second, with a total of D channels
available on the GPU, we permit no more than D/C appli-
cations to use the GPU at any given time. More elaborate
policies, involving prioritization, preemption, etc., could be
added when appropriate.
Our GTX670 GPU has 2GB of onboard RAM that
is shared by active tasks. This memory is managed with
the help of the system’s virtual memory manager and the
IOMMU, providing already sufﬁcient isolation among tasks.
It is conceivable that an erroneous or malicious application
might exhaust the GPU memory and prevent normal use by
others. In theory, our OS-level protection framework could
prevent such abuses by accounting for application uses of
GPU memory and blocking excessive consumption. This,
however, requires uncovering additional GPU semantics on
memory buffer management that we have not yet explored.
7. Conclusion
This paper has presented a framework for fair, safe, and efﬁ-
cient OS-level management of GPU resources—and, by ex-
tension, of other fast computational accelerators. We believe
our request interception mechanism, combined with disen-
gagement, to be the ﬁrst resource management technique ca-
pable of approaching the performance of direct device ac-
cess from user space. Our Timeslice scheduler with overuse
control can guarantee fairness during multiprogrammed ex-
ecutions. Its disengaged variant improves performance with-
out sacriﬁcing either fairness or protection, by intercepting
only a small subset of requests, allowing most to reach the
device directly. Our Disengaged Fair Queueing scheduler is
effective at limiting idleness, and incurs only 4% average
overhead (max 18%) relative to direct device access across
our evaluation cases.
While our prototype Disengaged Fair Queueing sched-
uler ensures fairness between multiple compute (OpenCL)
applications, its fairness support is less than ideal for graph-
ics (OpenGL)-related applications. This is due to our in-
sufﬁcient understanding of the device-internal scheduling of
concurrent graphics/compute requests during free-run peri-
ods; a production-quality implementation based on vendor-
supplied information would not suffer from this limitation.
Even in our prototype, the limitation does not affect the fair-
ness of our Disengaged Timeslice scheduler, which grants
GPU access to no more than one application at a time.
We have identiﬁed necessary and/or desirable hardware
features to support disengaged resource management, in-
cluding the ability to identify the currently running GPU re-
quest, to account for per-context resource usage during dis-
engaged execution, to cleanly terminate an aberrant context,
and (ideally) to suspend and resume requests. For the pur-
poses of prototype construction, we have identiﬁed surro-
gates for some of these features via reverse engineering. We
encourage device vendors to embrace a limited “opening” of
the hardware-software interface speciﬁcation sufﬁcient for
production use.
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